SUPREME LX

TM

✔✔
✔✔
✔✔
✔✔
✔✔

Contains multi-phase technology to help skin act up to 15 years younger.
Contains Gardenia Grandiflora Stem Cell Extracts to help boost skins ability to renew its natural, youthful energy.
Contains our exclusive CellEffect24 Complex with 24 Carat Gold to help replenish, energise and protect skin so instantly,
and over time, it performs more like it did when it was younger.
Increases Skin Energy Index by 68 times to rejuvenate skin beauty and reduce the visible signs of ageing.+
From ARTISTRY one of the world’s top five, largest-selling, premium skincare brands.†

HOW DOES ARTISTRY® SUPREME LXTM COMPARE
TO OTHER BRANDS?
ARTISTRY

SK-II

ESTEE LAUDER

LANCÓME

SUPREME LX

LXP ULTIMATE
PERFECTING CREAM

DIAMOND
TRANSFORMATIVE
ENERGY CREME

ABSOLUE
L’EXTRAIT

CRÈME
DE LA MER

Size (ml)

50

50

50

50

60

RRP

$468.00

$475.00

$495.00

$495.00

$440.00

Cost / ml

$9.36

$9.50

$9.90

$9.90

$7.33

Source: davidjones.com.au. Date sourced: September 2016. Competitive pricing may vary according to source and date sourced.
Comparisons made on anti-ageing products that have similar benefits to Supreme LX.
+Energy Index is tested by in-vitro test method in human dermal fibroblast cells with ARTISTRY Supreme LX ingredient blend technology
†Source: www.euromonitor.com/amway-claims

Exclusively from

PLANT SCIENCE
BREAKS NEW GROUND
Determined to elevate beauty to a level never before achieved, ARTISTRY®scientists began their quest for the catalyst that
could prompt a regeneration of skin’s youthful beauty. Consulting with a global leader in plant science and research, over
300 plants from every corner of the world were meticulously evaluated until a precious and powerful “youth source”
was discovered – the Gardenia Grandiflora.

UNPRECEDENTED
RESULTS
With the next generation ARTISTRY®Supreme LXTM formulas, skin is energised and protected by environmental aggressors. By night,
skin’s appearance is replenished and renewed. Now, skin is empowered to act up to an astonishing 15 years younger, resulting in a
profound transformation where multiple signs of visible ageing is dramatically reduced.

TWO TECHNOLOGIES COMBINED
CELLEFFECT 24 COMPLEX
Determined to amplify the stem cells’ powers,
ARTISTRY® scientists invented the next
generation CellEffect24 Complex, enriched
with 24 carat gold, plus precious Cardiolipin.
Skin’s energy is recharged, actually boosting
the skin’s energy index by up to 68 times*

GARDENIA GRANDIFLORA STEM CELLS
These stem cells possess extraordinary
regenerative powers that enable the plant
to flourish in even the harshest climates.
Now, an exclusive biotech process distills
the stem cells into a pure, stabilised elixir to
help recharge essential skin cellular energy.

THE RESULT
Weak skin cells are re-energised and re-synchronised to restore the proper cycles for repair and 24-hour regeneration.
BEFORE
AFTER
Skin cells show enhanced
red fluorescence reflecting an
increase in cell’s energy sources.

Skin cells show minimal red
fluorescence indicating a low
number of cell’s energy sources.

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM SUPREME LXTM
✔✔
✔✔
✔✔
✔✔
✔✔

Reduces the appearance of fine lines and deep wrinkles.
Crepey, thinning skin appears firm and smooth.
Dark spots visibly fade.
Even tone and clarity visibly improve.
A breathtakingly beautiful, youthful appearance emerges.

TIME POINT

FACE CREAM

EYE CREAM

Skin becomes softer, smoother, radiant and
re-energised, while fine lines are diminished.

The eye area is softer, smoother and more luminous with
reduced visible fine lines.

3 Days

Skin looks younger and firmer, while visible wrinkles
fade away.

The eye area looks younger, firmer and brighter.

2 Weeks

Skin looks better than it has in years with this most
luxurious cream.

The look of under-eye bags, puffiness and sagging is
dramatically reduced.

4 Weeks

Others will notice how crepiness, dark spots, and deep
wrinkles are reduced.

The appearance of dark circles and deep wrinkles
around the eyes has clearly improved.

Instantly

8 Weeks

Elasticity of skin appears dramatically firmer.

ARTISTRY is among the world’s top five, largest-selling, premium skincare brands†, and understands how your skin works, deep
down. Each ARTISTRY product builds upon leading skincare research and the science of ageing. The science of beauty, the beauty
of science. Backed by Amway’s 90 Day 100% Satisfaction Guarantee.
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